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André-eugène Costilhes (1865-1940) Beautiful Watercolor Paris Palais Du Louvre The Seine

320 EUR

Signature : André-Eugène Costilhes (1865-1940)

Period : 20th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Water color
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Dealer

Les trésors d'Isabelle
Glass, table and earthenware Art nouveau Art Déco Painting 

Tel : 06 12 90 16 03

Mobile : isabelle.jablon@orange.fr

Paris 75016

Description

Very largely inspired by the Palais du Louvres

and the Seine, the artist gives us here an

imaginary Parisian landscape curiously featuring

a two-mast with full sails retracted and boats on

the water in front of the monument. All under a

cloudy sky with a few blue gaps, typical of the

color of the Parisian sky. By the presence of the

boats, this watercolor painted on pencil lines and

heightened with gouache invites us to travel. You

will admire in particular, these magnificent colors

illustrated by the reflections of the water and the

infinite shades of green expertly declined.

Dimensions: 74.5 cm x 54 cm framed 53 cm x 39

cm in sight The artist has made landscapes his

primary specialty, in oil, watercolor, gouache or

even charcoal. Thanks to his remarkable gifts for

drawing, his stubbornness as well as the support



of the mayor of his town, the artist moved to Paris

at the age of eighteen, brilliantly succeeded in

Fine Arts and became a decorator, professor of

recognized drawing and painter. Throughout his

existence, he obtained numerous awards and

exhibited in the main French artistic fairs (French

artists, Indépendants, Automne ...). It is

referenced in Bénézit. Our work, put under glass,

is mounted in an old gilded wood rod which puts

it very well. Signed with the artist's stamp at the

bottom both on the left and on the right. Good

condition, as you see it ... Many other objects to

discover in my stand at the antique fairs in which

I participate. Follow my gallery to be informed of

news and to know the dates of the next Trade

Shows ... Any questions? I remain at your

disposal. Do not hesitate to call me or send me a

message. I will answer you with great pleasure.


